Decreasing Spatial Variability of Individual Watershed Areas by Revascularization Therapy in Patients With High-Grade Carotid Artery Stenosis
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Background: Carotid artery stenosis can impair cerebral hemodynamics especially within watershed areas (WSAs) between vascular territories. WSAs can shift because of collateral flow, which may be an indicator for increased hemodynamic implications and hence higher risk for ischemic stroke. However, whether revascularization treatment can reverse the spatial displacement of individual WSAs (iWSAs) and impaired hemodynamics remains unknown.

Hypothesis: That iWSAs spatially normalize because of hemodynamic improvement resulting from revascularization treatment.

Study Type: Prospective.

Population: Sixteen patients with unilateral, high-grade carotid artery stenosis confirmed by duplex ultrasonography and 17 healthy controls.

Field strength/Sequences: A 3 T-magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE), gradient-echo echo planar dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC), and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences. Additionally, contrast-enhanced 3D gradient echo magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) and diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) spin-echo echo planar imaging were performed.

Assessment: iWSAs were delineated by a recently proposed procedure based on time-to-peak maps from DSC perfusion MRI, which were also used to evaluate perfusion delay. We spatially compared iWSAs and perfusion delay before and after treatment (endarterectomy or stenting). Additionally, the Circle of Willis collateralization status was evaluated, and basic cognitive testing was conducted.

Statistical Tests: Statistical tests included two-sample t-tests and Chi-squared tests. A P value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results: After revascularization, patients showed a significant spatial shift of iWSAs and significantly reduced perfusion delay ipsilateral to the stenosis. Spatial shift of iWSA (P = 0.007) and cognitive improvement (P = 0.013) were more pronounced in patients with poor pre-existing collateralization.

Data Conclusion: These results demonstrate the normalization of iWSA and impaired hemodynamics after revascularization in patients with high-grade carotid artery stenosis.

Level of Evidence: 2

Technical Efficacy: Stage 2
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Although approximately 10% of all ischemic strokes are caused by a stenosis of the internal carotid artery (ICA),1,2 most patients, even those with high-grade ICA stenosis (ICAS), do not show any signs of transient or permanent cerebral ischemia, i.e., are clinically “asymptomatic.”3 The term “asymptomatic” however neglects that many of these patients have subtle cognitive impairments,4 which often show a progressive increase up to symptoms comparable with those in severe dementia.5,6 In such patients, chronic hemodynamic alterations have been found, which are pronounced within watershed areas (WSAs),7,8 and may impact brain function even without evidence of stroke.9

Cerebral WSAs are located along the borders of the vascular territories of the brain’s major cerebral arteries and are usually divided into external and internal WSAs. External WSAs can be found between the cortical territories of the anterior, middle, and posterior cerebral arteries (ACA, MCA, and PCA, respectively).1 Internal WSAs are located in the white matter (WM) between the penetrating branches of the MCA and the superficial perfusion of the major vascular territories.2 Because of their distal location in the vascular territories, WSAs become prone to chronic hypoperfusion and ischemic events due to reduced perfusion pressure resulting from ICAS.10,11

Although WSAs are essential for the clinical evaluation of hemodynamic infarction and chronic hemodynamic changes,10,11 the identification of these regions remains challenging because of the variations in perfusion territories, that can be observed especially in patients with hemodynamic compromise due to increased collateral flow.12,13 Recently, the increased spatial variability of WSAs was demonstrated in patients with asymptomatic, high-grade ICAS. Thus, an individual WSA (iWSA) segmentation approach has been proposed based on time-to-peak (TTP) maps from dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).14 As iWSA are located at the edges of vascular territories, TTP is delayed compared to more central regions in the territories of the main cerebral arteries even in normal hemodynamic conditions.14 Therefore, TTP maps offer the possibility to spatially localize these regions based on perfusion delay patterns.

The revascularization treatment of the stenosis is known to significantly alter cerebral hemodynamics.15 However, it remains unclear whether the higher spatial variability of iWSAs also decreases, which might indicate a reduced risk for stroke and cognitive decline. A normalization of the spatial localization and extent of iWSAs might therefore be a valuable biomarker for revascularization success and prognosis.

We hypothesized that iWSAs spatially normalize because of an improvement in perfusion after revascularization treatment.

MATERIALS and Methods

Participants

The study was approved by the institutional review board of the clinic and was according to the Human Research Committee guidelines of the university. All participants provided written informed consent, and the study was conducted following the Declaration of Helsinki.

Sixteen patients (mean age at baseline scan 71.9 ± 6.1 years) with unilateral high-grade ICAS of the extracranial segment confirmed by duplex ultrasonography (>70% according to the NASCET criteria16) and 17 age-matched healthy controls (mean age at baseline scan 70.7 ± 5.4 years) were included in this prospective study (Table 1). In four patients, a mild or moderate ICAS was present contralaterally to the high-grade ICAS.

The examination of every participant included medical history, basic neurological examination, cognitive assessment, and MRI at two time points. The follow-up examination occurred at least 3 months after the baseline exam (mean follow-up time 14.6 ± 4.6 months; mean time between revascularization treatment and follow-up scan 7.3 ± 3.2 months). All ICAS patients received revascularization treatment after the first scan, which was either carotid endarterectomy (CEA; n = 6) or carotid artery stenting (CAS, n = 10). The individual treatment approach was based on individual clinical indication by the referring physicians. Healthy controls were re-scanned after a similar time interval between the two scans (mean time between scan 1 and 2 for controls/patients: 16.9 ± 2.0 months/12.2 ± 5.3 months). Exclusion criteria for enrollment in the study included a history of stroke, transitory ischemic attack, brain surgery, clinically remarkable structural MRI (eg, silent territorial ischemic lesions or bleedings) at baseline, severe chronic kidney disease, and general MRI contraindications. Patients were enrolled in the outpatient clinic of the Department for Vascular and Endovascular Surgery and healthy controls by word-of-mouth advertisement from May 2015 until May 2017. All subjects underwent cognitive testing by MMSE17 during the baseline and follow-up examination.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Every subject underwent the same imaging protocol at both examinations on a clinical 3 T MRI scanner (Ingenia, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using a 16-channel head/neck coil. The imaging protocol included diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences to screen for ischemic brain lesions and to evaluate WM hyperintensities (WMHs). Moreover, magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) and DSC imaging were conducted to delineate iWSAs. Additionally, contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) was included in the imaging protocol,
DTI: spin-echo echo planar imaging (EPI) with 32 gradient directions, \( b = 800 \text{ sec/mm}^2 \), TR = 12.9 sec, TE = 61 msec, Half Fourier 0.7, SENSE 2, 60 slices, matrix \( 112 \times 110 \), voxel size \( 2.0 \times 2.0 \times 2.0 \text{ mm}^3 \), number of signal averages (NSA) 2, acquisition time 15:30 min.

FLAIR: TR = 4800 msec, TE = 289 msec, flip angle \( (\alpha) = 9^\circ \), 163 slices covering the whole brain, field of view (FOV) \( 250 \times 250 \times 183 \text{ mm}^3 \), acquisition voxel size \( 1.12 \times 1.12 \times 1.12 \text{ mm}^3 \) (reconstructed voxel size \( 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \text{ mm}^3 \)), turbo spin echo (TSE) factor 165, inversion delay 1650 msec, acquisition time 4:34 min.

MPRAGE: TI = 1000 msec, TR = 2300 msec, TE = 4 msec, flip angle \( (\alpha) = 9^\circ \), SENSE AP/RL 1.5/2.0, 170 slices covering the whole brain, FOV \( 240 \times 240 \times 170 \text{ mm}^3 \), voxel size \( 1.0 \times 1.0 \times 1.0 \text{ mm}^3 \), acquisition time 5:59 min.

DSC data were obtained during a bolus injection of weight-adjusted Gd-DOTA (DOTAREM® 0.5 mmol/mL, Guerbet GmbH, Roissy, France, concentration, 0.5 mmol/mL; covering the brain-supplying arterial branches from the aortic arch up to the vertex. The sequence parameters were set as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Clinical Characteristics</th>
<th>Controls ( (N = 17) )</th>
<th>Patients ( (N = 16) )</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>70.7 ± 5.4</td>
<td>71.9 ± 6.1</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>11 (65)</td>
<td>5 (31)</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI mean ± std (kg/m(^2))</td>
<td>27.9 ± 4.3</td>
<td>26.8 ± 5.5</td>
<td>0.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenotic degree (% NASCET ± std)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>80.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>10 (63)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6 (38)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fazekas score of WMH (mean ± std)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>11 (64)</td>
<td>15 (93)</td>
<td>0.041*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>2 (12)</td>
<td>6 (38)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral artery occlusive disease ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
<td>3 (19)</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
<td>6 (38)</td>
<td>0.026*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>7 (41)</td>
<td>8 (50)</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packyears in smokers (mean ± std)</td>
<td>8.7 ± 13.6</td>
<td>15.9 ± 20.5</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>3 (18)</td>
<td>15 (93)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antihypertensive treatment ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>9 (52)</td>
<td>13 (81)</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statins ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>4 (24)</td>
<td>10 (63)</td>
<td>0.024*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidiabetic treatment ( n ) (%)</td>
<td>1 (6)</td>
<td>4 (25)</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE (mean ± std)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>28.6 ± 1.2</td>
<td>27.7 ± 2.7</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up</td>
<td>29.4 ± 1.1</td>
<td>29.2 ± 0.8</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMI = body mass index, CAS = carotid artery stenting, CEA = carotid endarterectomy, MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination, n.a. = not applicable, NASCET = North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial, WMH = white matter hyperintensity.

Two-sample t-test for age, BMI, packyears, Fazekas score, and MMSE.

Chi-squared test for the remaining.

In the longitudinal comparison of MMSE within the patient and control group, respectively, none of the tests revealed statistically significant differences.

*Significant group difference \((P < 0.05)\).
dose, 0.1 mmol/kg, at least 7.5 mmol per subject; flow rate, 4 mL/sec; injection 7.5 sec after DSC imaging started) using a single-shot gradient echo EPI readout, TR = 1513 msec, TE = 30 msec, flip angle (α) = 60°, 80 repetitions, FOV 224 × 224 × 100 mm³, voxel size 2 × 2 × 3.5 mm³, NSA 1, 26 slices, acquisition time 2:01 minutes, following the ASNR recommendations.18

MRA was performed before the DSC and also served as a prebolus: 3D gradient echo sequence, TR = 5700 msec, TE = 2.1 msec, flip angle (α) = 37°, Half Fourier 0.75, SENSE 2 matrix size 508 × 443 × 144 mm³, voxel size 0.63 × 0.63 × 1 mm³, 144 slices acquisition time 2:27 minutes.

**Image Processing**

DSC data were processed using previously developed MATLAB-based software (MATLAB R2016b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).19 Preprocessing included filtering using a 3-D Gaussian spatiotemporal filter kernel of 3 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) and slice time correction using SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, UCL, London, UK) with default parameters.20 Slice time correction was performed to account for temporal acquisition delays between neighboring slices due to interleaved slice acquisition order. The time of the contrast agent bolus entering the brain (i.e. global bolus arrival time) was automatically determined from the average signal of all brain voxels. TTP was then calculated as the interval between global bolus arrival time and each voxel’s peak signal loss. Individual MPRAE images were spatially co-registered to the DSC data. TTP maps were smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 6 mm FWHM.

For each participant and for each scan, we defined the iWSA semi-automatically on the basis of TTP maps according to a previously developed two-step procedure (Figure 1).14 Initially, TTP maps were thresholded at the 90th percentile and manually adapted. The second step included the removal of intraventricular space, restrictions of iWSAs to match local TTP maxima (achieved by different TTP windows adjusted to the individual’s TTP), and exclusion of the venous system.14 In subjects with asymmetrically increased TTP in the anterior circulation, different TTP windows for each hemisphere were applied to obtain an appropriate contrast for all watershed and nonwatershed regions. Furthermore, TTP windows were manually adjusted to generally increased TTP in posterior circulation to be able to identify TTP increases in typical WSAs. For detailed segmentation instructions, see reference14. This procedure was conducted by three operators (J.G., 5 years of experience, S.K., 5 years of experience, and L.S., 2 years of experience in cerebrovascular research), who were strictly blinded to the group assignment (i.e. control or patient group). iWSAs of J.G. were used for all further analyses. iWSAs segmented by S.K. and L.S. were used to assess inter-rater reliability (see below).

**Data Analysis**

All iWSAs from patients with left-sided ICAS were flipped along the mid-sagittal plane so that all hemispheres ipsilateral to the stenosis were located on the same side (i.e. the right side). Furthermore, maps were normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space using SPM12. The dice coefficient (DC; (A,B) = (2|A∩B|) / (|A| + |B|), with A and B being the watershed masks of scans 1 and 2, respectively) was calculated for each subject’s iWSA as derived from the baseline and follow-up scan. Additionally, the DC was used to assess interrater variability of iWSA segmentation by spatial comparison of iWSAs segmented by S.K. and L.S. to iWSAs segmented by J.G.

A probability map was calculated of all controls’ iWSAs at baseline and follow-up, which displays the likelihood of a voxel being defined as part of an iWSA and therefore represents the mean location of the iWSAs in healthy controls. The probability map was thresholded at a likelihood of 80% and compared with each patient’s whole iWSA as well as the iWSA of each side at both scan times using the DC to detect a possible normalization of patients’ iWSAs in response to the revascularization treatment. The threshold was applied to restrict the volume of the probability map to the size of the participant’s iWSAs.

To investigate hemodynamic changes after treatment, TTP values were normalized by the mean individual TTP in WM to obtain a relative TTP (rTTP) and extracted within each iWSA of the baseline and follow-up scan. rTTP values within each iWSA were analyzed separately for each hemisphere and scan.

FLAIR images were compared between both scans for all subjects by three raters (J.G., N.S., L.S.) to reveal new infarcts or postischemic lesions. Furthermore, the same rater determined the Fazekas score21 of each participant in both scans to compare WMHs in both groups and to evaluate WMH changes that occurred in the interscan interval. Inter-rater agreement between the three readers regarding assignment of Fazekas scores was assessed using Fleiss’ kappa.

Collateralization status was defined based on the configuration of the Circle of Willis (CoW) in the MRA in the baseline scan using a binary rating scale: a complete CoW (i.e. patent anterior communication artery and both posterior communicating arteries) was determined as an indicator of good collateral flow while an incomplete CoW (i.e. at least one atretic anterior or posterior communicating artery) was determined as poor collateral flow. These groups were used in a subgroup analysis to compare patients with good collateralization status (n = 11) to those with poor collateralization status (n = 5).
Statistics
Subject characteristics were compared between groups by two-sample t-tests and Chi-squared tests. Two-sample t-tests were applied for group comparisons between baseline and follow-up scans regarding the DC and the Fazekas score, as well as for MMSE results. Inter-rater analysis of FLAIR lesions was assessed using Fleiss’ kappa. Parameters were presented as mean ± standard deviation.

A P-value of ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. SPSS (version 26.0; IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for statistical analyses.

Results
All patients and controls who completed the follow-up scan were included in this study.

One patient showed a new lacunar lesion on the side of the revascularization treatment after CAS. The remaining patients and all healthy controls showed no new postischemic lesions in the follow-up compared with the baseline scan. The Fazekas score did not differ significantly between groups (mean score in baseline scan of controls/patients: 1.1/1.6, \(P = 0.119\); Table 1) and remained identical between scans, indicating no substantial effects of ICAS and vascular interventions on WMH. The Fleiss’ kappa with 0.79 reached substantial agreement.

\(iWSA\)s were reliably segmented in both groups (also see exemplary data in Figure 2) as assessed in an inter-rater reliability analysis in three operators. Here, we compared the spatial overlap of \(iWSA\) masks of two operators (S.K. and L.S.) to the third operator (J.G.) using the DC (scan 1: mean DC of \(iWSA\) by S.K./L.S.: 0.82 ± 0.11/0.81 ± 0.13; scan 2: S.K./L.S.: 0.95 ± 0.03/0.92 ± 0.03). In both ratings, no significant difference between the DC of the control and patient group was found in scan 1 (mean DC in controls/patients by S.K.: 0.84 ± 0.056/0.80 ± 0.15, \(P = 0.26\) and by L.S. 0.82 ± 0.053/0.79 ± 0.14, \(P = 0.34\)) and scan 2 (mean DC in controls/patients by S.K.: 0.95 ± 0.031/0.96 ± 0.030, \(P = 0.92\) and by L.S. 0.92 ± 0.027/0.93 ± 0.028, \(P = 0.68\)). These results demonstrate good inter-rater agreement and support the reliability of the used \(iWSA\) segmentation approach.

Spatial correspondence of \(iWSA\)s across scans was higher in the control group than in the patient group with a strong tendency toward statistical significance (mean DC of controls/patients: 0.621 ± 0.039/0.592 ± 0.047, \(P = 0.069\); 95% confidence interval: -0.0024, 0.060; Figure 3(a)).
When comparing spatial congruency of iWSAs in each hemisphere separately, patients’ iWSAs on the side of the stenosis had significantly lower spatial correspondence than on the contralateral side (mean DC ipsilateral/contralateral to the stenosis: 0.589 ± 0.067/0.634 ± 0.037; Figure 3(b)), indicating a shift of the iWSAs on the side of the revascularization treatment. Controls’ iWSAs showed no significant spatial difference between the left and right hemisphere across scans (mean DC of left/right side: 0.617 ± 0.033/0.628 ± 0.044, $P = 0.438$; Figure 3(b)).

The DC of the thresholded mean iWSA mask of controls and all patients’ iWSAs was significantly higher after revascularization treatment than that in the baseline scan, however, did not significantly differ between the ipsilateral and contralateral side (mean DC of baseline/follow-up scan: 0.440 ± 0.045/0.512 ± 0.044; Figure 3(c,d)).

In the baseline scan, rTTP values in the patients’ hemisphere ipsilateral to the stenosis were significantly higher than in the contralateral side (mean rTTP in iWSA ipsilateral/contralateral to the stenosis: 1.103 ± 0.083/1.050 ± 0.069; Figure 4(b,d), scan 1). In the patients with additional mild or moderate contralateral ICAS, asymmetrical rTTP increases were only observed on the side of the high-grade ICAS, thus we regard the high-grade ICAS as the leading cause for the
FIGURE 3: Spatial normalization of individual watershed areas (iWSAs) after carotid stenosis revascularization. (a) The dice coefficient (DC) was calculated for bilateral iWSAs between baseline and follow-up in each subject and compared between groups. Spatial correspondence between scans was higher in controls than in patients, tending toward statistical significance (median DC in controls/patients: 0.613/0.597, two-sample t-test: \( P = 0.069 \)). (b) Spatial congruency of patient’s iWSAs between baseline and follow-up scans in each hemisphere was significantly lower in the ipsilateral hemisphere than in the contralateral side (median DC patients ipsilateral/contralateral hemisphere: 0.598/0.632, two-sample t-test: \( P = 0.027 \)), indicating a shift of iWSAs. Controls’ iWSAs showed no significant difference (median DC controls left/right hemisphere: 0.619/0.620, two-sample t-test: \( P = 0.438 \)). (c) Spatial congruency of patients’ iWSAs with an averaged map of controls’ iWSAs increased in the follow-up (scan 2) compared to baseline (scan 1) (median DC in scan 1/2: 0.458/0.508, two-sample t-test: \( P < 0.001 \)). (d) Spatial comparison of patients’ iWSA with the averaged WSA template of controls for each side. Significant increase of DCs on each side across the scans (median ipsilateral DC scan 1/2: 0.460 ± 0.036/0.528 ± 0.058, \( P = 0.011 \), median contralateral DC scan 1/2: 0.455 ± 0.030 0.507 ± 0.041, \( P < 0.001 \)). There was no significant side difference of DCs in scan 1 and 2 (\( P > 0.05 \)). The boxes contain all single DC values between the first and third quartiles, the line inside marks the median, and the whiskers reach from minimum to maximum (not including outliers).
hemodynamic changes. After revascularization treatment, rTTP symmetry was restored between hemispheres (mean rTTP in iWSA ipsilateral/contralateral to the stenosis: 1.062/0.058/1.054/C6 0.056, P = 0.446; Figure 4(b,d), scan 2). Controls’ rTTP did not differ significantly between hemispheres in both scans (scan 1: left/right hemisphere: 1.056/0.063/1.066 ± 0.066, P = 0.316; scan 2: left/right hemisphere: 1.055 ± 0.054/1.059 ± 0.051, P = 0.773; Figure 4(a,c)).

Screening for cognitive impairment by MMSE revealed no significant group differences between the two time points of assessment (mean MMSE score in scan 1 controls/patients: 28.6 ± 1.2/27.7 ± 2.7, P = 0.222; scan 2 controls/patients: 29.4 ± 1.1/29.2 ± 0.8, P = 0.689; Table 1).

In a subgroup analysis, we compared the above-mentioned measures in patients with good collateralization status (n = 11) and those with poor collateralization status (n = 5). We found that the DC of iWSAs across scans was significantly lower ipsilateral to the stenosis in patients with poor collateralization (mean DC ipsilateral/contralateral to the stenosis: 0.603 ± 0.072/0.614 ± 0.037, P = 0.504). Both subgroups showed an increased DC of iWSA with the averaged WSA mask of controls in scan 2 compared to scan 1 (poor collaterals: mean DC in scan 1/2: 0.410 ± 0.062/0.501 ± 0.040, P = 0.024; good collaterals: mean DC in scan 1/2: 0.448 ± 0.033/0.517 ± 0.045, P < 0.001); however, no significant group difference was observed of DCs in both scans (scan 1/2: P = 0.126/0.522). Furthermore, patients with poor collateralization status had significantly lower MMSE results than those of controls tested at baseline (25.8 ± 3.8 vs. 28.6 ± 1.2), whereas no differences were found for the follow-up assessments (28.3 ± 0.58 vs. 29.4 ± 1.1, P = 0.126). Patients with good collateralization of the CoW did not show significantly different MMSE values to controls in both scans (baseline: P = 0.938, follow-up examination: P = 0.780).

Discussion

This study aimed to evaluate spatial variations of TTP-based iWSAs and associated hemodynamic changes in patients with high-grade asymptomatic ICAS after a revascularization procedure compared to healthy controls without intervention.
Our main finding was the shift of patients’ iWSAs on the side of the stenosis after treatment, which was more pronounced in patients with poor collateralization of the CoW. The spatial extent and location of iWSAs as well as the perfusion delay were normalized by the revascularization procedure. Moreover, cognitive screening revealed no significant group differences between baseline and follow-up examinations; however, patients with poor collateralization had significantly lower MMSE scores at baseline.

**Normalization of iWSA**

In a previous study, increased spatial variability of iWSAs in ICAS patients was observed. Here, we demonstrated that this increased variability can be reversed by a revascularization procedure when comparing the preinterventional and postinterventional iWSAs. Specifically, patients’ global iWSAs showed a decreased spatial congruency with a strong trend to statistical significance. This spatial incongruence was driven by a significantly reduced overlap of iWSAs on the side of the revascularized stenosis, indicating specific treatment-associated effects on iWSA location. After treatment of patients, iWSAs ipsilateral and contralateral to the stenosis were more similar to the controls’ mean iWSAs, indicating a spatial normalization of iWSA location on both sides as a likely consequence of revascularization. The finding supports the notion that revascularization effects influence hemodynamics in both hemispheres, which can be explained by reduced vascular steal phenomena in the contralateral anterior circulation as described previously. Another study demonstrated shifts of perfusion territories in hypercapnia, indicating a connection between flow and perfusion territories. A normalization of vascular territories after intervention has been reported previously; however, this did not show the spatial normalization of iWSAs in hemodynamically compromised patients by revascularization procedures.

In a subgroup analysis, we found that the shift of iWSAs ipsilateral to the revascularization treatment was more pronounced in patients with poor collateralization status of the CoW than in patients with good collateralization, however, we did not quantify collateral flow in our study. Zarrinkoob et al used 4D phase contrast MRI to evaluate blood flow in the CoW, stating the importance of the collateralization of the CoW to sustain blood supply to both hemispheres. The stability of perfusion territories and iWSAs in patients with complete CoW therefore suggests a beneficial role of primary collaterals, which is in line with previous studies.

Furthermore, it has been shown that collateral flow and the recruitment of additional secondary collaterals are associated with increased hemodynamic impairment. The normalization of flow territories and WSAs after intervention may therefore be considered beneficial, since critical collateral flow is reduced, and hemodynamic decompensation might be less likely to happen. Derdeyn et al, however, did not report a correlation between misery perfusion and borderzone shifts as assessed by digital subtraction angiography. This might be due to the lower spatial resolution of the projection radiography method compared to TTP maps, which could make it harder to detect subtle shifting of WSAs.

However, several studies have shown that hemodynamic impairments due to ICAS cannot be predicted based on the degree of stenosis and anatomy of the CoW alone. The high variability and temporal shift of iWSAs underline the necessity to determine such areas individually to correctly identify borderzone ischemia. Accordingly, Hartkamp et al found that 10% of infarcts in patients with subacute stroke were misinterpreted as infarcts in a single perfusion territory but proved to be localized in the borderzone after evaluation of individual vascular territory maps derived from vessel-encoded arterial spin labeling (ASL). Since watershed infarcts are considered signs of severe hemodynamic impairment in patients with ICAS, reliable and rapid differentiation from ischemia of other origin is thus crucial when considering immediate revascularization therapy.

**Recovery of Hemodynamic Impairment**

Apart from the spatial normalization of TTP-based iWSAs, the normalization of TTP itself as a marker of perfusion delay
due to reduced perfusion pressure in ICAS may be able to evaluate treatment success. We showed that pre-interventional rTTP values within iWSAs were higher in the ipsilateral hemisphere in patients than in the contralateral side. This finding is in line with other studies demonstrating that perfusion delay and hypoperfusion occur first in the ipsilateral iWSAs. Specifically, we observed that the perfusion delay on the side of the stenosis was reduced after revascularization treatment and, thus, symmetrical bilateral perfusion was restored, supporting the notion that TTP changes can reliably track treatment effects on cerebral hemodynamics.

Effects on Cognition and WMHs

On a group level, the reversal of hemodynamic impairment did not translate into an improvement of cognition in patients as evaluated by MMSE. These findings are in line with a study by Schröder et al, who also demonstrated hemodynamic recovery but stable cognitive test scores after revascularization treatment in asymptomatic ICAS patients. However, other studies with more advanced cognitive testing have revealed clear cognitive impairments in asymptomatic ICAS patients, which may be missed by our clinical screening test.

Interestingly, a significantly reduced MMSE score was observed before intervention in patients with poor collateralization status as compared to healthy controls. This finding could explain variable findings and resulting controversy between studies investigating the effect of interventions on cognition in patients with ICAS. The results of the present study indicated that only a subgroup of patients with poor collateralization of the CoW may actually benefit from an invasive procedure concerning cognitive improvements. However, because of the small number of patients in this subgroup (n = 5), this result must be taken with caution and certainly needs further investigation in larger patient cohorts.

Furthermore, WMHs have been linked to cognitive deficits as well as chronic hypoperfusion and are also used to monitor periprocedural ischemia. Here, the Fazekas score of WMH remained stable between baseline and follow-up imaging in patients and controls, respectively. Only one patient presented with a new small lacunar lesion on the side of the stenosis after CAS. In the remaining patients, no new ischemic events were observed, indicating a minor periprocedural risk for lacunar infarcts in CAS, being in line with the literature.

Reliability of iWSA Segmentation

The definition of iWSAs according to a segmentation approach based on DSC-derived TTP maps was reliably feasible in both groups as assessed by inter-rater comparisons, being in accordance with previously reported results. In addition, the spatial congruency of iWSAs between scans was sufficiently high and symmetrical in the control group, which suggests the high reproducibility of this segmentation approach. Contrast-enhanced perfusion MRI is time-efficient and promising to determine hemodynamic compromise caused by ICAS and therefore widely integrated into clinical routines. As our method is based on DSC-derived data, no additional measurements for iWSA determination are required, limiting the scan time for the patient. Contrast agent applications should be kept as low as possible according to the currently ongoing debate on gadolinium depositions. Thus, we used a macrocyclic agent, which showed far less depositions. Furthermore, no associated symptoms of depositions have been revealed.

Another approach for measuring cerebral perfusion delay is based on non-invasive ASL-derived arterial transit time maps, which could also be used for iWSA segmentation. Compared with DSC, however, ASL has a lower signal-to-noise ratio, especially in white matter, where most parts of WSAs are located. This potentially limits the assessment of perfusion delay and thus iWSA definition in the brain’s deep WM. Alternatively, vascular territories can be determined by super-selective ASL and thereby iWSAs can be defined where the different territories meet. Accordingly, WSAs located between branches of the deep and superficial supply system of the MCA cannot be delineated by this method.

Limitations

First, the number of patients and controls in this prospective study was small. However, despite this fact, the observed effects on iWSA location and hemodynamic changes were strong and revascularization effects could be clearly demonstrated. Second, although being statistically significant, side-differences of rTTP in iWSA on the affected vs. the unaffected side were relatively small while the standard deviation was comparably high (1.103 ± 0.083/1.050 ± 0.069). Also, normalization of TTP by the mean TTP of the contralateral MCA-territory did not change this. An explanation for this finding might be that the analysis of voxels within iWSA includes gray and white matter as well as cortical veins resulting in a higher TTP variability. Third, in our subgroup analysis in which the patients were divided into individuals with poor and good collateralization status, we only analyzed the role of potential collateral flow that the CoW configuration enables (i.e., we did not consider actual collateral flow or other collateral ways such as leptomeningeal and extra-intracranial collaterals). Fourth, the proposed segmentation approach is clearly operator dependent. However, in a previous publication, the reliability of this approach as well as agreement of iWSA location with the literature have been demonstrated. In this prospective study, we could further validate the segmentation procedure as we demonstrated that the iWSA location of controls remained stable over time and showed high inter-rater agreement. Fifth, our age-matched
control group had significantly less comorbidities, such as hypertension and diabetes, and most likely less atherosclerotic changes. Thus, a control group consisting of non-revascularized patients with high-grade ICAS would be more suitable to reveal stenosis-specific impacts on cerebral hemodynamics and WSA location. To account for this limitation, we plan to include ICAS patients receiving only best medical treatment to further investigate influences of revascularization procedures on cerebral hemodynamics.

**Conclusion**

In our cohort of patients with asymptomatic unilateral high-grade ICAS, revascularization of the stenosis normalized the higher spatial variability of iWSAs as well as the impaired hemodynamics specifically in the ipsilateral hemisphere, whereas healthy controls presented stable iWSAs and perfusion delay over time. Data indicate that patients with poor collateral flow in particular may benefit from revascularization procedures in terms of spatial iWSA normalization and cognitive performance.
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